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Considerable research exists to demonstrate that the amount of education that people receive is strongly related to the political attitudes and behaviors they display. People with more years of formal education tend to be more politically active, possess higher levels of social capital and demonstrate greater levels of tolerance. Little empirical research exists, however, on whether different types of education, such as public or private schooling, have significantly different effects on these civic outcomes. In this article we examine the effect of public and private education on these civic values among a nationally representative sample of Latinos, as measured in the Latino National Political Survey (LNPS). Given that the dissemination of basic, desirable civic values is thought to be particularly important for immigrant populations, focusing on Latinos, of whom a disproportionate number are immigrants, is particularly relevant. After controlling for a variety of factors, the findings of our analyses are that private education contributes to higher levels of political participation, social capital and tolerance than does public education.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable research exists to demonstrate that the amount of education that people receive is strongly related to the political attitudes and behaviors they display. People with more years of formal education tend to be more politically active, possess higher levels of social capital and demonstrate greater levels of tolerance (Nie 1996; Verba 1995; Putnam 1995). Little empirical research exists, however, on whether different types of education, such as public or private schooling, have significantly different effects on these outcomes. To be sure, the US system of public education was developed with the belief that government-operated public schools are essential for the development of future generations of citizens possessing certain basic, desirable civic values. But the need for government operation of schools has been largely a matter of faith and has not been subjected to much systematic, empirical analysis.

In this article we examine the effect of public and private education on civic values among a nationally representative sample of Latinos, as measured in the Latino National Political Survey (LNPS). Given that the dissemination of basic, desirable civic values is thought to be particularly important for immigrant populations, focusing on Latinos, of
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separate schools, in which children are taught, from their tenderest years to yield the sword of polemics with fatal dexterity.... Of such disastrous consequences, there is but one remedy and preventative. It is the elevation of the common schools" (1837, 33). According to Mann and later supporters of this view, private schools teach the values of particular, narrow groups, while public schools teach the values of our whole society, the values of democracy.

The process by which public schools are governed is also thought to be an important advantage for promoting desired political values. Because public schools are governed democratically, they teach by example the values necessary for the successful operation of democratic systems. This view is best articulated by Amy Gutmann, who argues that the only way to ensure "our collective interests in the moral education of future citizens" (1987, 69) is to determine what those interests are through democratic processes. Private schools are not required to make decisions in a democratic fashion; the fear is that autocratic processes of governance may convey autocratic political values.

But there are also some reasons to expect that private schools should be at least as proficient as public schools in promoting desired political values. Some argue that many private schools more closely resemble the ideal of the common school than do public schools. The public school to which students are assigned is primarily determined by where students live. By attaching schooling to housing, public schools tend to replicate and reinforce racial and class segregation in housing patterns. Private school student composition is primarily a function of voluntary association for some common purpose. That common purpose may transcend racial and other differences, leading to higher levels of integration in private schools. Greene (1998a; 1998b) and Coleman (1982a) have advanced this sort of argument along with evidence to support their claim, although Taebur and James (1982) have provided some evidence to the contrary. If the experience of mixing with students of different backgrounds tends to lead to mutual understanding and tolerance, and if this mixing is more likely to occur in private schools, then private schools may be better at promoting these desired values.

The content of values taught at private and public schools has been the subject of dispute, as well. Bryk (1993) and Greeley (1982) have suggested that Catholic schools, which constitute the majority of all private schools, devote considerable attention to teaching desired civic values. They observe that central to Catholic school pedagogy is a goal "to foster an appreciation for their [students'] social connectedness and individual responsibility to advance social justice; and to stimulate those critical dispositions of mind and heart essential to the sustenance of a convivial democratic society" (Bryk 1993, 10). At the same time a number of commentators have critiqued public schools for failing to teach adequately the necessary civic values (Final Report of the National Commission on Civic Renewal, 1998). Whether the content of the education provided by private or public schools effectively conveys desired political values is an empirical question, the answer to which cannot easily be assumed.

It is also not clear that the processes by which many private schools are governed are demonstrably less democratic than public schools; at least they may be no less helpful at modeling democratic values by example. Many public schools have formal institutions of democratic control but lack a true democratic process. As one journalist noted after yet another low-turnout school board election, "Urban school boards are a false democracy, in which candidates who gain 600 votes out of 10,000 potential voters claim a man-
The dazing bureaucratic complexity and red tape of some public schools further undermine the positive civic instruction they might provide. Private schools, on the other hand, may not have the formal mechanisms of democratic control (although some do), but they may actually do a better job of eliciting parental and community participation. Mark Schneider and colleagues (1997) found that parental involvement in schools increases when parents choose the school, as is more common with private schools.

There are plausible theoretical arguments to suggest that either public or private schools should be associated with promoting higher levels of political participation, social capital and tolerance. What has been absent from most of these discussions is systematic evidence on whether one type of schooling tends to promote civic values better than another. The analysis of data from the LNPS presented here is intended to shed more empirical light on these issues.

Evidence from the Latino National Political Survey

The LNPS conducted face-to-face interviews with a national representative sample of Latinos in 1989. The survey was an especially important project for several reasons. First, it overcame obstacles, such as lingual, social and economic barriers, that had prevented other surveys from collecting accurate information on Latino political attitudes. The LNPS had the advantage of going door-to-door with trained, Spanish-speaking staff to record subjects’ responses. Second, the large and focused sample of Latinos in the LNPS allowed for more nuanced analyses of differences among sub-groups within the Latino community. Political attitudes and behaviors are not monolithic among Latinos. The LNPS was able to identify differences by countries of origin and social class that surveys with a small sample

of Latinos would have difficulty detecting. And third, the LNPS collected a wealth of data on a population that is often overlooked but growing in its political importance. Understanding the factors that influence the political attitudes and behavior of Latinos gives us a picture of this large and fast-growing, ethnic minority and immigrant group.

Thorough analyses of many of the results from this survey have already been published (De la Garza 1992; Garcia 1996; Arvizu 1996; Hero 1996; Wrinkle 1996; Diaz 1996; Hill 1996; DeSipio 1996; Jones-Correa 1996; Montoya 1996). While information on the type of school—public, private or foreign—that respondents attended in each grade was collected, the relationship between type of education and civic outcomes in the LNPS has not been analyzed until now. The extent to which Latinos, like the waves of Irish and Italian immigrants before them, are socialized by different kinds of schooling is an important question that the LNPS can effectively address.

Variables Used in the Analyses

In Table 1, the mean, standard deviation, lowest value, highest value and the number of observations for all of the variables used in the analyses are presented. Below is a brief description of what those variables measure.

The first dependent variable is political participation. The LNPS asked subjects whether they had engaged in various political activities, including whether they had signed a petition, worn a campaign button, attended a political rally, volunteered for a political organization, contributed money to a political organization, registered to vote, or voted in the most recent presidential election. In total there were seven activities to which subjects could answer that they had or had not engaged. To combine these activities into a scale we simply calculated the sum, with a range from zero to seven. In one analysis we focused solely on whether subjects reported voting in the most recent presidential election because this is the most important and most common form of political participation (Campbell 1960; Verba 1995).

The second dependent variable is social capital. The LNPS collected information on this by asking whether subjects were members of five different types of voluntary organizations: charitable, Hispanic, social, sports and work organizations. To construct a scale of social capital for one analysis, we calculated the number of different types of organizations to which people belonged, with a range from zero to five. In a separate analysis, we developed a variable that took the value of one if the respondent was a member of any civic organization and a value of zero otherwise. Membership in civic organizations, as a proxy for social capital, is thought by some to be an important factor in establishing the social networks and trust that allow democratic systems to operate efficiently (Putnam 1995).

The LNPS collected information on the third dependent variable, tolerance, by asking a series of questions that previous scholars have developed to measure this concept (Siuft1er 1955; Sullivan 1979). Subjects were asked to identify their least liked group from a list that was provided to them. They were then asked the extent to which they would agree to letting that least liked group hold public office, teach in schools, or hold a rally in their town. The answers on each item ranged from strongly agree, with a numerical value of five, to strongly disagree, with a numerical value of one. A person was considered more tolerant if he or she was more agreeable to letting a least liked group hold public office, teach, or hold a rally. For one analysis we combined the responses to these three items simply by calculating the sum, producing a tolerance scale that ranged from three to 15, with higher numbers representing greater levels of tolerance. In another analysis we dichotomized the responses so that a one was recorded if subjects ever agreed or strongly agreed to let their least liked group engage in any of the three activities, and a zero otherwise. As with the political participation and social capital scales, the results were not sensitive to the particular formulation of the indices.

The independent variables collected in the LNPS permit a relatively precise estimate of the effects of private education on civic values and behaviors. For each grade between first and twelfth grade, subjects were asked to report whether they had been in a US public, private or foreign school. From these questions we were able to calculate the total number of years that the subject had attended private school and the total number of years the subject attended school outside of the United States. The number of years in US public schools was omitted as the default category against which the effects of private and foreign schooling are measured.

To increase our confidence that the effect of private education is actually caused by the experience of attending a private school, we were able to control for a variety of background characteristics that may be associated with the likelihood of attending private school and with the dependent variables being studied. For example, we were able to control for the highest level of education obtained by either of each subject's parents. Families with higher levels of education may have a greater likelihood of sending their children to private school. Higher levels of parental education may also be associated with greater political participation, social capital and tolerance. The parental education variable has a range of zero to 17 years with a mean of 6.1 years, where 12 and above represents completing high school and pursuing higher education.
We also have information on the national ancestry of the subjects. Respondents whose families originated in Cuba have different educational and political experiences from those that originated in Puerto Rico, Mexico or elsewhere. In our analysis, Cuban-Americans were the default category against which those of Puerto Rican and Mexican ancestry are compared. We also controlled for the subject's gender, age and the number of years each had resided in the United States. Gender is an important control variable because educational opportunities and political behaviors are not necessarily the same across the sexes. Age is important because it captures generational effects as well as the amount of time passed since leaving secondary school. The number of years in the United States is important, because it measures the amount of time that subjects may have been exposed to informal political socialization simply by residing in this country.

The last two control variables that we used, the subject's income and highest level of education, are slightly more problematic because they may partially be the result of the type of education received. Some previous research suggests that attendance at private school tends to produce higher levels of academic achievement, which in turn causes greater financial success (Greene 1998c; Hoxby 1998; Neal 1997; Chubb and Moe 1990; Coleman 1982b). These findings, however, have been the subject of dispute (Levin 1998; Cookson 1992; Smith and Meier 1995). If the research findings that private education contributes to greater academic and financial success are correct, then controlling for the subject's highest level of education and current income may partially control for the effect of private education and depress results. All of the other control variables more clearly precede in time or are independent of the type of school that subjects attended. The difficulty with these latter two control variables is that they follow in time and may partially be the product of private school attendance.

Three options exist for handling this problem. One option, and the one we have chosen, is to control for highest level of education and current income despite the possibility that those measures are partially the product of attendance at private schools. If it is true that private education tends to lead to students going further in their education to higher salaries, then controlling for these factors while trying to estimate the independent effect of private schooling on civic behavior will cause us to underestimate a positive effect or overestimate a negative effect. In other words, the likely bias of the model specification that includes controls for the highest level of education and current income is against finding positive effects of private education on political participation, social capital and tolerance.

The second option is to develop a two-stage model: The first stage would predict the highest level of education or current income; the second stage would then use those values to predict political participation, social capital and tolerance (Heckman 1978). A two-stage model can minimize possible bias by isolating the variance in the dependent variable that can be attributed to highest level of education or current income independent of the variance that can be attributed to private school experience. To do this correctly, however, requires an exogenous instrument, something that helps predict highest level of education or current income that is unrelated to political participation, social capital and tolerance. Unfortunately, we can think of nothing that meets the criteria for an exogenous instrument. Moreover, the literature has not accepted any suggested instruments as truly exogenous (Chubb and Moe 1990, 114). To use an instrument that is not exogenous would introduce greater bias than the potential bias we are trying to correct. We therefore chose not to pursue this strategy for managing the possible relationship between private education and the subject's highest education and current income.

The third option is to decide not to control for highest level of education and current income. The problem that this strategy produces is that it would fail to adjust fully for the background differences of those who go to public or private school. Considerable research exists to suggest that highest levels of education and current income are strongly related to political participation, social capital and tolerance. In addition, we have good reasons to believe that one's current income and highest level of education are strongly related to one's family income and the social values held during childhood. Those factors, in turn, may be strongly related to the likelihood that one attended private school. Ideally, we would have measures of family income and the value the household placed on education for subjects when they were children instead of measures obtained after and perhaps altered by their attendance at public or private school. But the bias to our estimate of the effect of private education produced by failing to control for the level of education and current income is likely greater than the bias of controlling for measures that may be partially the product of private schooling.

Many models of political participation, social capital and tolerance include additional controls for items such as political ideology and party affiliation. We chose not to control for these and other variables because they are likely to be outcomes of one's schooling, just as tolerance, political participation and social capital may be outcomes of one's schooling. In addition, these factors are not likely to be strongly related to whether individuals attended public or private school as children. Excluding some variables that are commonly found in models of political behavior is therefore not a problem. Omitted variable bias is only a problem when the omitted independent variable is related to the dependent variable and to the independent variable that is the focus of the analyses. We did not control for some items that may predict participation, social capital and tolerance but that are not strongly related to attendance at private school because measures of those items were not available or because we feared that those variables were more the product of attendance at private school than the cause of attendance at private school. Nevertheless, we believe that our models control for the most important factors that are related to participation, social capital and tolerance that are also related to whether subjects attended private school, giving us an estimate of the independent effect of private education in which we can be reasonably confident.

We analyzed the data using both ordinary least-squares (OLS) and logit models. The OLS models have the advantage of examining the full range in the dependent variables and therefore providing the most precise estimates. The logit models dichotomize the dependent variables, which results in the loss of some information. The logit models, however, have the advantage of permitting the generation of expected percentages of subjects who vote, join civic organizations or tolerate the activities of their least liked group. These expected percentages are easier to interpret than the effects on participation, social capital and tolerance scales produced by the OLS models. In the sections below we report the OLS results followed by the logit results for each dependent variable.

**Political Participation Results**

Private education had a positive effect on political participation relative to public or foreign education (Table 2). For each year that respondents attended a private school
they reported a .05 increase in their political participation on a scale from zero to seven. Attending private schools for all 12 years of primary and secondary education increased political participation by .60. This increase is both statistically and substantively significant. Of the seven political activities that subjects in the LNPS could report, those who attended 12 years of private education, on average and controlling for all other factors, engaged in more than one-half additional activity over those who attended 12 years of public education.

Because the most common and important type of political activity is voting, we conducted a logit analysis looking at the effect of private education on the probability of voting in the most recent presidential election (Table 2). For this analysis we excluded all respondents who could not vote because they were not citizens. The results are similar to the participation scale with all seven political activities. Latinos who attended private school are significantly more likely to have reported voting in the most recent presidential election. By setting the value of all other variables to their means and using the formula for a logit model, we were able to generate the expected probability of having voted for those who attended 12 years of private school and those who never attended private school. Based on this model, we would expect 70.3 percent of Latino US citizens who had attended 12 years of private school to have voted in the most recent presidential election. The percentage with no private education that we would expect to have voted is 55.7 percent. Both of these voting rates seem high, which can probably be explained by significant over-reporting of voting among Latinos (Shaw and de la Garza 1998). But the difference in voting rates is a striking 14.6 percent. Private education seems to have a large beneficial effect on voting and other types of political participation.

The effects of the other independent variables in our OLS model of the seven political activities are what we would generally expect. Respondents who received more of their education in foreign schools were less likely to participate than those who received their education in US public schools. The magnitude of the negative effect of foreign education was about the same as the positive effect of private education. The gender of the respondent had no significant effect on political participation. Latinos of Mexican and, to a much greater extent, Puerto Rican origins were significantly more likely to participate than were the omitted comparison group of Latinos of Cuban origin. Apparently the level of political activity among Mexican-Americans and Puerto Rican-Americans is high relative to Cuban-Americans after adjusting for their generally lower levels of wealth and education.

Respondent’s income and highest level of education were strongly related to the amount of political participation, but the education of their parents did not have a significant effect on participation. The positive effect of income on participation was comparable to that of private education. Income was scaled from one, representing annual incomes under $5,000, to 15, representing incomes over $75,000. The highest level of education completed had a positive effect on participation that is more than twice as large as income or private education. Respondent’s age and the number of years in the US were also significantly and positively related to political participation.

In the logit model, which excluded non-US citizens, only private education, current income, highest level of education, and years in the US had significant effects on the probability of voting in the most recent presidential election. Several variables that were significant in the OLS model were not also significant in the logit model, such as years in foreign schools, national origin and age. Those factors appear to be more strongly related to whether subjects are citizens than they are directly related to whether subjects would participate politically if they were citizens. Regardless of whether we examine only citizens or all Latinos, or whether we examine a variety of political activities or only voting, going to private school contributes to higher levels of participation.

SOCIAL CAPITAL RESULTS

Private education had a similar positive effect on participation in civil organizations. Subjects in the LNPS were asked whether they were members of five different types of nonpolitical groups: charitable, Hispanic, social, sports and work organizations. Membership in these civic organizations is an important indicator of social capital, which Putnam describes as the "trust, norms, and networks that can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating coordinated actions" (1993, 167). Social capital, like other types of capital, can eventually be "spent" to achieve political goals. Latinos who join these nonpolitical organizations may ultimately be more easily mobilized to engage in political activities such as voting, campaigning and perhaps running for office.

Attending a private school has a moderate, positive effect on joining civic groups (Table 3). In an OLS analysis of the five-point social capital scale, each year of private education increases social capital by .01. Going to private school for 12 years would increase social capital by .13. The magnitude of the effect of private education on social capital is more clearly shown by examining the results of the logit model of whether respondents were members of any civic organization (Table 3). Setting the value of all other independent variables to their means, we can calculate the likelihood that Latinos who had 12 years of private education would join at least one civic organization compared to those who had no private education. Using the same logit formula that was used to calculate the effect of private education on voting, we would expect that 29.8 percent of respondents who had 12 years of private education would be a member of a civic organization versus 22 percent for those who had no private education. The type of school that respondents attended—controlling for their highest level of education, parent’s education, income, national origin, sex, age and length of residency in the US—could increase the odds of joining a civic group by a third.

The effects of other independent variables are mostly what we would expect. More years spent in a foreign school had a negative effect on being a member of civic groups, which is about twice as large as the positive effect of attending a private school. Female respondents, as well as those of Mexican and Puerto Rican descent, were more likely to be in civic organizations than men or those of Cuban descent, respectively. Current income and the highest level of education had large positive effects on social capital, but parent’s education was not a significant factor. Older respondents were also significantly more likely to join civic groups, but those who resided longer in the US were not.

While the positive effect of private education on social capital was not as large as income or the highest level of education, the effect of private school remained significant and substantively important even after all of these other factors were controlled. The type of school one attends, public or private, continues to affect political participation and social capital even after holding constant the amount of education one receives.

TOLERANCE RESULTS

Attending a private school was associated with higher levels of political tolerance, although the effect was modest (Table 4).
For each year that subjects attended a private school, they reported a .03 increase in tolerance on a scale ranged from three to 15, with a mean of 6.66 and a standard variance of 1.84. Students who attended 12 years of private school had .39 higher scores on the tolerance scale than students who attended 12 years of public school. The positive effect of private education on tolerance is statistically significant at p < .05.

The number of years in which subjects attended a foreign school had a negative but statistically insignificant effect on tolerance. Since the comparison group that was omitted from the analyses is years spent in public education, this means that there is no statistically significant difference between the effect of going to a US public school or a foreign school on people's reported tolerance. Male respondents were significantly more tolerant than female respondents, but the difference was a moderate .17. Subjects of Mexican or Puerto Rican heritage were significantly more tolerant than the omitted category of Cuban-American subjects. Latinos of Mexican origin had tolerance scores that were .43 higher and Latinos of Puerto Rican origin had tolerance scores that were .62 higher than Latinos of Cuban origin.

Current annual income was positively related to higher levels of tolerance, but the size of that effect was also not very large. Subjects in the highest income group had tolerance scores that are .35 higher than those that were in the lowest income group. There is no significant relationship between the respondent's highest level of education and reported tolerance. There is also no significant relationship between reported tolerance and the highest level of education achieved by either of each subject's parents. The age of the respondent and the number of years that person had been in the US also did not have significant effects on reported tolerance.

The OLS model of the tolerance scale captures relatively little of the variance in the dependent variable, with an adjusted R-squared of only .02. Personal and random factors may account for much of the differences in how Latinos respond to these tolerance items. Yet among the systematic factors that can help explain tolerance in the LNPS, exposure to private education is significantly and positively related to tolerance. The size of the effect of private education is about as large as the effect of income and is larger than the effect of any of the other independent variables besides the dichotomous variables for national origin. Interestingly, the extent to which one attended private school had a larger and more significant effect on tolerance than the amount of education that one received, as measured by highest level of education. This suggests that whether someone goes to public or private school may be of greater importance to tolerance than the independent effect of additional years of education.

To convey the magnitude of the effect of private education, we dichotomized the dependent variable to separate those respondents who would agree or strongly agree to letting their least liked group do any of the activities mentioned (hold a rally, run for public office or teach in school) from those respondents who would not. Controlling for the same factors as the previous analysis, we developed a logit model of this dichotomized measure of tolerance (Table 4). From this logit model we can generate the percentage of those who receive 12 years of private education who would ever tolerate their least liked group compared to the same percentage for those who never went to private school. Using the same logit formula as was used for political participation and social capital, the predicted percentages for 12 years of private school and for no private school are computed, while all of the other independent variables are set to their mean values. The results show that, adjusting for all other factors, 49.7 percent of those who had 12 years of private school would tolerate their least liked group compared to 39.1 percent of those who never went to private school. This difference in predicted percentages more easily captures the size of the benefit of private education on tolerance than the effect on a 15-point scale. The positive effect of private education on tolerance is both statistically and substantively significant.

Conclusion

While the LNPS provides evidence that private education is related to higher levels of political participation, social capital and tolerance, it does not provide evidence that would allow us to identify exactly why private schools better promote these civic outcomes. Earlier we considered three possible explanations for the better promotion of civic values by private schools. We considered the suggestion that private schools more closely approximate the ideal of the common school, teaching students important civic values by better mixing students of different backgrounds than public schools based on segregated housing patterns. We considered the possibility that private schools have chosen to stress civic education more than public schools. And we considered the claim that private schools taught desired civic values by better promoting participation and involvement among students' parents.

What else may account for the surprising findings from the LNPS that private schools are more successful at doing what public schools were created to do? It is always possible that some important control variables have been omitted from our model which would reveal that private schools are not really better at conveying civic values, but that does not seem to be a likely explanation in this case. First, the model in this study contains the most important factors that are likely to be related to political participation, social capital and tolerance, as well as attending a private school, such as income, highest level of education, and parents' education. Any other controls that could be added to the models are unlikely to have effects on the results as large as the controls that were included, reducing the chance that they could dramatically alter the estimated effect of private education. The chances are even lower that the effect of private education could be reversed from positive and statistically significant to negative and significant. Given the prior belief that public schools are essential for promoting desired civic values, even if the finding were that there were no significant differences between the effect of public and private education, this would be significantly different from what has been previously assumed to be the truth.

Second, a common suspicion is that families that select private schools are less civic-oriented and less tolerant. Even the word we use for private, religious schools—"parochial," which means narrow—suggests that our expectation is that people drawn to private schools have a narrow orientation that may be antithetical to the broad public goals of participation and tolerance. The fear that there is a selection bias of more civic-oriented families into private school that we are failing to control fully for is at odds with this presumption that families that seek private education are not particularly publicly minded.

Third, the dangers of omitted variable bias are limited in the LNPS by the fact that it focuses on one ethnic group. While Latinos are far from homogenous in their backgrounds and political outcomes, the amount of variation within this sample on most dimensions is less than the variation would be in a multiethnic sample. Looking only at Latinos limits the amount of variation in the characteristics of the sample, which automatically controls for...
many factors in that they are close to being constants. For example, the religious affiliation of the respondents in the LNPS lacked much variation since the vast majority are Catholic. Other background characteristics that might produce omitted variable bias if not controlled for in a multiethnic sample are more likely to be controlled automatically by the relative lack of variation in the backgrounds of a Latino-only sample.

While focusing on Latinos may strengthen internal validity by limiting the possibility of omitted variable bias, it does raise concerns about external validity. Latinos who attend private school overwhelmingly attend Catholic schools. It is possible that the positive effects of private education observed here are only generalizable to Catholic private schools. Perhaps secular or religious schools of other denominations have very different effects on political participation, social capital and tolerance than do Catholic schools. The only way to address this concern definitively is to collect and analyze data on the effects of other types of private education. But until that work can be done, the results of the LNPS are the most systematic and comprehensive information we have on the influence of different types of school on political outcomes.

Even if the conclusions of this study are limited only to the effects of Catholic education among Latinos, the results are still important. The large proportion of immigrants in the Latino community allows us to address whether the current wave of immigrants, like the Italians, Irish and others before them, needs to be educated in government-operated public schools to acquire the civic values that society may wish them to have. The answer appears to be the government-operated schools are not particularly beneficial, let alone necessary, to achieve this goal. The results from the LNPS suggest that private schools, most of which are Catholic, actually do a better job of promoting participation and tolerance. Additional studies are necessary to verify this conclusion. At the very least, the long-held assumption that government-operated schools are an essential part of making good citizens needs to be reconsidered.

Notes
1The Latino National Political Survey is available from the Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research for any reader who would like to replicate any of the findings reported in this study.
2There are other, more complicated ways of combining the responses from the three tolerance items. We chose not to present those formulations of a tolerance scale because they make no difference in the substantive results in this case and because they are more difficult to interpret.
3Of the sample, 18.5 percent attended private school for at least one year. Analyses conducted with a dichotomous variable for private school attendance do not alter the substantive findings of the paper. Since a dichotomous measure throws away some information, those results are not presented here.
4There were a very small number of subjects whose families did not originate from Cuba, Mexico or Puerto Rico. These subjects are also in the default category in the reported analyses, but their numbers are too few to make a substantive difference in the findings. Excluding those cases does not change the results.
5We included non-citizens in the OLS analysis of the seven political activities because most of those activities do not legally require that participants be citizens. Excluding non-citizens from the OLS analysis does not substantively alter the estimated effect of private education.
6There is no reason to believe that the over-reporting of voting occurs more frequently among those who attended private schools. If, however, the over-reporting is not evenly distributed across public and private school subjects, then this result may be in question. Nevertheless, even if the effect that is being measured here is that those who attend private school feel the greater desire to report that they voted, the desire for the social approval for having voted may itself be an important civic virtue.
7The effect of 12 years of private education appears to be more than 12 times the effect of one year due to rounding.
8This claim is also supported by reviewing the standardized coefficients.
9Because religious affiliation was close to being a constant, we excluded it from our analyses. We similarly did not try to separate the effects of different kinds of private schools, because the vast majority attended Catholic schools.
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